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11 A budget manager’s guide to using catalogues
There are three buyer catalogue groups within Budget Manager. These are:




Public catalogue - all organisations have access to this catalogue. When an organisation is
created, the public catalogue is automatically assigned to it.
Local authority catalogue – a local authority catalogue is created automatically when an
organisation is set-up. The local authority catalogue can be set as a private or shared public
catalogue.
Individual’s private catalogue – this type of buyer catalogue is created exclusively for an
individual’s use and can contain specific products tailored to an individual.

There are 3 possible ways to navigate to the Catalogue page:




From the Schedule Order/Draft folder summary screen, using the Create Order button.
From the Purchase Order Draft folder summary screen, using the Create Order button.
By selecting the Catalogue link in the bottom left navigation panel.

In all cases the catalogue selection default page will be displayed.
You will need to select the Personal Budget Manager, Individual and Buyer Catalogue Group filters
when there is more than one Personal Budget Manager and one Personal Budget Account available to
you.
The screen below shows the filters you will use to select a catalogue.
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The Catalogue summary screen shown below displays images representing the different shopping
categories available to you, such as ‘Accomodation.’ Each of these corresponds to the shopping
categories listed in the left hand panel of the screen.
You can use the filters at the top of the page to control what your catalogue displays.

If you have ticked the Show Favourites selection box (at the top of the screen) the catalogue will only
display products and services that have been selected as favourites within an individual catalogue.
Any ‘favourites’ will already have been selected using an individual’s Personal details folder, as shown
below.
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To make looking for products and services easier, you can include search criteria within your filtered
catalogue, as well as searching for specific details such as a service provider or a product code.

If you wish to see all the items you have selected, you can visit the basket summary page by clicking on
the Basket folder at the bottom of the Categories panel on the left of your screen (show below).
If you are unable to see the Basket folder, this may be because you do not have permission, as a
particular user, to view it.

Products and services can be selected from the catalogue, and then added to the basket using the ‘Add
to Basket’ action button
When you have completed your shopping, click on the Checkout
order.

button to process your

If you are unable to see the Add to Basket action button, this may be because you do not have
permission, as a particular user, to view it. This may be because you do not have permission to create
orders.
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Using the product details page
If you’d like to find out more about the product or service you have selected, click on the magnifying
glass icon
. This can be found in the action column next to an item in the main catalogue screen
shown below.

Clicking on this will direct you to a Product details page like that shown below, which will give you more
information about an item, such as price, description, and availability.
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Processing an order
Once you have chosen your items and clicked into your basket, you can process your orders by
individual service providers. Here, you can also select the quantity you would like of each product or
service, as shown below.

Once you have indicated the quantities you would like, click on the Process button
will direct you to the first step of the Order Wizard.

. This

To set dates, times and repeating patterns (for schedule orders) use the calendar icon
action button
shown below. Products do not require a repeating pattern, only a delivery date is required.
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Schedule orders can have a repeating pattern set to automatically generate purchase orders at
specified dates and times over a set period of time. Simply enter the information in to the relevant fields
and press OK, as shown below.

Once you have done this, you will be shown a summary of the different services you have chosen, as
shown below. If you are happy with the information click the Next button
to be directed to the
next stage of the Order Wizard (for more information, please refer to guide 02 A budget manager’s
guide to creating a purchase order).
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Once you have completed the purchase order process, you will see the following message, enabling
you to continue or finish shopping:

